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British Defense Secretary Ben Wallace says 'no one wants conflict' but UK 'unequivocally' supports Ukrainian sovereignty and territorial integrity ...
UK supplies light, anti-armor defensive weapon systems to Ukraine
Arms exporters never export arms that's as good as what they ... Actually Type 10's armament and armor is worse than Type 90's. At least the Type 90's a main battle tank intended to take direct tank ...
Despite defense buildup, Japan's arms industry struggles
The SEPv3 is the most capable variant of the trusty Abrams currently available but its value in a future Asia-Pacific conflict is questionable.
Australia Buys M1A2 SEPv3 Advanced Abrams Tanks To Lead Its Major Armor Upgrade
U.S. and British officials have pledged support and new weapons to Ukraine as Germany issued further calls for diplomacy and warnings to Moscow amid a troop buildup in western Russia.
Britain Sends New Weapons To Ukraine As U.S., Germany Warn Russia, Urge Diplomacy
Post-war Army historians roundly lashed them for these shortcomings. Yet here’s the funny thing. Operational records show that the tank-destroyers actually rocked.
Don't Be Fooled: This Is NOT a Tank. It's a Tank Destroyer
Hasbro’ Boba Fett (Prototype Armor) action figure went up for sale. If you haven’t ordered yours yet, it’s an Amazon exclusive, so you can order it there for $26.49. This is actually a pretty badass ...
The Star Wars: The Black Series Boba Fett (Prototype Armor) Action Figure is Now Up For Pre-Order
There is additional armor added so that the VN2C achieves the low end of what ... As long as Mali has money to spend, Chinese arms firms will sell them whatever they can pay for. That’s long been the ...
Armor: The Mali Collection Highlights
In 2020, the country purchased approximately 39,000 small arms for its military forces ... place from 2022 to 2025 and will include sights, armor kits, cases, and packaging.
Czech Military to Adopt New Small Arms Including FN Minimi Machine Guns
Meanwhile, its basic level of armor protection is at least a generation ... even if only by small-arms fire, further undermining their resilience. Furthermore, as we discussed in the past ...
Ukrainian Troops Test Javelin Missile Against Russian Cage-Style Improvised Tank Armor
Today both the western and Japanese arms of Capcom released two trailers of the upcoming PC version of Monster Hunter Rise.
Monster Hunter Rise for PC Gets New Trailers Showing Magnamalo Armor & Battle in 4K, 60 FPS
It was a tan, pale, human arm! He gasped in shock and horror. "Great Grumbly-Gruesome!" Then, he saw one of his lower arms above his human arm. immediately, it shrunk into his body. And the same thing ...
Trollhunters - Blinky's Human Transformation
She was wearing an oversized sports bra with the UAC logo on its front, which was loose and flat against her chest, while her tiny hands were keeping up a loose pair of panties, bunched up in her ...
UAC Scientist Saves The Lady-Slayer
The premiere of The Book of Boba Fett painted a portrait of Boba Fett that fans have wanted to see for decades, even if that portrait added little to the larger Star Wars tapestry. Its sophomore ...
On The Book of Boba Fett, Old Weapons Can Be Forged Anew
One fan who loves to make "tiny nerdy things" has combined the minuscule BB-8 with the towering Iron Man Hulkbuster armor. The post Amazing Fan-Made Sculpt Brings BB-8 and Iron Man Together appeared ...
Amazing Fan-Made Sculpt Brings BB-8 and Iron Man Together
The top Chinese arms control official denied Tuesday that ... WYRK concerts and playing country nights at local bars like the Armor Tap Inn. ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (WIVB) -- Dr. Brian Clemency and ...
China denies US report it’s rapidly growing its nuclear arms
This article was originally published on Cannabis & Tech Today and appears here with permission. In 2010, the first known commercial transaction using Bitcoin (CRYPTO: BTC) occurred when programmer ...
Brothers in Arms: Cannabis And Cryptocurrency
Whether it is a deep clean or touch-up on the go, the best portable car vacuums have the power to complete the job with the right tools and accessories to ensure no dirt or grime is left behind. We ...
Best car vacuum 2022: French fries can't hide in the seats forever
In the event of a war, only a massive influx of sophisticated weaponry from Kyiv’s Western backers could ensure its defense.
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